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ABSTRACT

DIFFERENCE STRUCTURES FROM
TIME-RESOLVED SAXS/WAXS
by

Prakash Nepal

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2017
Under the Supervision of Professor Dilano Kerzaman Saldin

It has been thought that there is not enough information to recover a solution to the
problem of inverting time-resolved Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) / Wide Angle
X-ray Scattering (WAXS) difference data. In this context, this study presents a new idea
by extending the concept of “difference Fourier method” which aims to overcome the
above limitation in the idealized case of simulated data.

If the structural changes in a typical time-resolved studies are generally confined to
a relatively localized region, they can be found from difference SAXS/WAXS curves and
knowledge of the atomic coordinates of one of the states. The method has some similarities to the difference Fourier method of crystallography, which may not be directly
applicable to SAXS/WAXS analysis.

This study demonstrates the identification of the displaced residues once this proii

posed idea/method is applied to structural changes involved in Photoactive Yellow Protein
(PYP), which has been used as a test case in time-resolved studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Time-resolved SAXS/WAXS and XFEL

Small angle X-ray scattering(SAXS) is an elastic scattering of X-rays by a sample recorded
at low angles. This technique is widely used to get the information about the shape and
size of biomolecules/proteins between 50 Å to 250 Å , multi-molecular assemblies and even
in partially ordered systems of up to 1500 Å [1]. The X-ray source can be synchrotron
light or a laboratory source capable of poviding higher X-ray flux. The scattering pattern
is formed by scattered X-rays recorded at 2D detector. One of the major problems in
SAXS instrumentation is the separation of the weak scattered intensity from the strong
main beam [2].

Biological molecules normally scatter weakly and the measured solutions are dilute.
The random positions and orientations of particles lead to instensity distribution which
for non-interfering particles is proportional to the scattering from a single particle averaged over all orientations. At low angles the intensity curve is rapidly decaying function of
the scattering vector. Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) technique refers to the study
of scattered radiation at wide angles typically ≥ 10◦ . The detector to sample distance
1

is smaller and diffraction maxima at larger angle are observed. With a special measuring
instrument, it is possible to perform SAXS and WAXS experiments in a single run.

The method for calculating scattering profile was initially proposed by Debye in
1915[3]. The main principles of SAXS were developed by Guinier following his studies on metallic alloys in the late 1930s[4]. In the 1960s, the method became important
in the study of biomolecules/proteins in solution as it helped one to get a low-resolution
structural envelope. After the availability of synchrotron radiation in the 1970’s there
was a breakthrough in SAXS experiments. The main challenge of SAXS as a biophysical
technique is to extract information about the three-dimensional structure of the object
from one-dimensional experimental data.

Previously, overall only structural paramters like radius of gyration, volume of the
macromolecules were obtained directly from the experimental data, while the analysis in
terms of three-dimensional models was limited to simple geometrical bodies(e.g. spherical,
cylindrical, etc.) or may be peformed on trial-and-error-basis. In a good SAXS experiment, a number of solutions with varying concentrations of biomolecules under study are
measured. With the extrapolated scattered curves measured at different concentrations
to zero concentration, it is possible to obtain a scattering curve at infinite dilution.

Another breakthrough in SAXS data analysis is in 1990’s which opened the way for
reliable ab initio modelling of the shape and domain structure of biological complexes.
The project called Small-Angle X-ray scattering Initiative for Europe (SAXIER) created
a unified European SAXS infrastructure with the aim to combine advanced SAXS methods along with analytical techniques to create reliable software to rapidly analyse large
quantities of data. Several SAXS analysis software have been intensely developed and
freely available nowadays.
2

In the ab initio modelling [5], an angular envelope function of the particle is described
by a series of spherical harmonics. The low resolution shape can be obtained by the
coefficients of the series which fit the scattering data. The ab initio approach with some
refinement is implemented in the computer program called SASHA(Small Angle Scattering Shape Determination) [6]. Under certain conditions it was shown that a unique
envelope can be obtained from scattering data [7]. This approach is relevant for globular
particles with relatively simple shapes. SAXS data can also work as a structural constraint on techniques utilized to determine the conformational fold of the protein [8].

The amount of data from solution X-ray scattering is confined to that from a single
curve of intensity as a function of scattering angle, I(q). Two regions, small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) lend themselves to different
types of analysis and interpretation. Generally SAXS spectra are good for obtaining a
radius of gyration and perhaps a relatively low-resolution envelope of the molecule and
WAXS data provide a very sensitive measure of structural changes in the system.

As has been shown by Sturhrmann, [5, 9] and Svergun and Stuhrmann, [10] there is
enough information in an experimental SAXS spectrum, and methods have been standardized, to obtain at least a low resolution structure of the molecule being studied. According
to Svergun and Stuhrmann’s opinion, the width of a data element in a SAXS spectrum is
approximately the size of a Shannon pixel, 1/2D, where D is the diameter of the molecule.
Given the span of a typical SAXS curve this normally translates to about twenty pieces
of information, enough for the extraction of the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients
of the electron density of the molecule up to the equivalent of an angular momentum
quantum number of perhaps l=3. This then describes a low resolution structure and not
much detail.
3

Time-resolved small angle/wide angle x-ray scattering(TR-SAXS/WAXS) studies of
protein structural dynamics is an active and progressing field of research which utilizes
both synchrotron radiation and x-ray free electron radiation [11]. The beauty of TRSAXS/WAXS is that it allows different time-scales and a number of independent confirmational states to be observed following a rapid reaction triggering event(exclusively a
laser-flash to date). Since TR-SAXS/WAXS does not require crystals, the method also
overcomes many of the limitations of time-resolved crystallography.

TR SAXS/WAXS is highly relevant for following the dynamics of any system where
two data sets exist and one wants a detailed comparison. One example would be the “protein quake” [12] postulated to explain fast laser light absorption events. The postulate is
that the extra energy is dissipated by the formation of a transient protein quake within
the molecule. For these reasons, TR-SAXS/WAXS has become an important biophysical
technique and is expected to become more widely applied in the future.

Time-resolved protein crystallography [13] is based on the difference Fourier approximation in which the phases of a perturbed (p) state are approximated by the phases of a
similar unperturbed (u) structure, and can include extrapolated calculations in the complex plane of the structure factors [14]. Since the amplitudes are found by experiment,
this enables the difference electron density to be found by three dimensional Fourier transformation and hence the time variation of a structure. The difference Fourier method is
not directly applicable to SAXS/WAXS as the basic experimental data consists of the
averages of intensities over all orientations.

A severe limitation of TR-SAXS/WAXS is that the structural information accessible
to the experimentalist is only one-dimensional (the change in X-ray scattering, δI(q),
4

versus the X-ray scattering length, q). It has been assumed by virtually all researchers
in the field to imply that there is no unique solution to the structure of the changed
conformation, and there has been increasingly structural results from the basis of recurring structural changes extracted by fitting an ensemble average (typically generated from
molecular dynamics simulations [12]) to the difference X-ray scattering data; by extracting and applying candidate movements from the analysis of deposited X-ray structures;
or a combination of both.

The theory presented in this dissertation is an attempt to develop the extraction of
structural changes from time-resolved SAXS/WAXS. The difference Fourier method in
crystallography has proved powerful in revealing small structural changes in a biological macromolecule. These structural changes usually arise either from chemical differences(e.g. +/- a ligand or heavy atom) or temporal differences (e.g. as its structure
evolves after absorption of a photon by a photoreceptor). The method makes use of the
(assumed known) X-ray phases and amplitudes of the unperturbed structure and the difference between the experimental structure amplitudes in the perturbed and unperturbed
states, δF .

The goal of this dissertation is to extend the concept of “difference Fourier” to SAXS/WAXS
data. Highly significant experimental differences in I(q) to large q exist e.g. of time dependent solution scattering data after a perturbation of PYP(Photoactive Yellow Protein).
Objective interpretation of these differences is difficult since it has been assumed that
there is no direct, invertible relationship between continuous scattering from a solution
and the differences in structure.

In this context, this dissertation presents theoretical framework for a new idea which
tries to overcome this limitation in the idealized case of simulated data and under the
5

assumption that the movements are small and localized. This may break away from conventional thinking that there is not sufficient data to recover a unique solution to the
problem of inverting TR-SAXS/WAXS difference data. The main attempt is to show the
mathematics showing how, in the approximation of a small perturbation, “the additional
knowledge of the reference atomic structure from other methods can thus be brought into
play to improve the extraction of information using this method.”

The method may be exact for very small structural changes enough for the change in
the intensities to be linear must happen at some stage. It is only then the changes in
the intensity are proportional to the change in the structure that the theory described in
this dissertaion is applicable. The method then becomes similar to the difference Fourier
method of X-ray crystallography, an approach that might not previously thought of as
being directly applicable to SAXS/WAXS analysis.

Locating the regions of the moved substructures by the method presented in this study
exploits the Singular Value Decompostion(SVD) technique for matrix inversion. This allows one to apply the method to SAXS/WAXS data where the number of data points is
much less than the number of real space points at which the electron density is sought.
This dissertation illustrates the identification of the displaced residues in the result section
with an application to conformational changes in photoactive yellow protein, which has
been used as a test case in time-resolved crystallography [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

Although it is quite easy to arrange a finely spaced grid of data points in crystallography at which one seeks the electron density, it is much more difficult in SAXS/WAXS
due to the paucity of the data. This study suggest here that knowledge of the crystal
structure can be used as an approximation to extract knowledge from scattering curves
measured from solutions. Even if one can only obtain a resolution to the level of identify6

ing the general region in which atoms have changed their positions, it would be significant
achievement. Since the average residue in a protein has only a relatively small number of
atoms, it will not be too difficult to vary only the positions of these atoms with a global
optimization algorithm such as simulated annealing [20] to get a reasonably accurate solution [21]. This type of atomic level fitting has, in fact been used to compare small changes
in WAXS spectra [12].

Linac Coherent Light Source(LCLS)[22, 23] is the world’s first free electron laser for
hard X-rays. It could produce ultra-short pulses[24, 25, 26] of tens of femtosecond (f s)
at a rate of 120 pulses per second [27]. X-rays of ten billion times more powerful than
what was available before can reveal a lot of unknown queries. Important vital proteins
are very difficult to crystallize but the XFEL can be utilized with its immense brightness
to obtain diffraction patterns of individual uncrystallized biomolecules. The advantage of
immense brightness is that peak brightness happens only over a period of femtoseconds
enabling the scattering of X-rays happening before molecule is destroyed. The diffraction
patterns of undamaged samples can be recorded [28, 29]. Moreover, the advent of XFEL’s
such as LCLS has paved the way for ultrafast time-resolved studies [30, 31].

Researchers from different fields are benefitted greatly from XFELs. Different instruments of LCLS namely AMO( Atomic, Molecular Optical Science), CXI(Coherent
X-ray Imaging), XPP(X-ray Pump Probe), MEC (Matter in Extreme Conditions), MFX
(Macromolecular Femtosecond Crystallography, SXR (Soft X-ray Material Sciece) and
XCS (X-ray Correlation Spectroscopy) and with the features described above, XFELs
are providing new ways to reveal images of biomolecules, atomic and molecular motions,
properties of materials and other fundamental information. The next step is the LCLS
-II to ensure for advanced research in science. LCLS-II will provide a significant jump in
capability from 120 pulses per second to 1 million pulses per second. Researchers from a
7

wide range of fields will be able to perform experiments that are now impossible.

In order to track biomolecules/proteins structural dynamics with high spatial and
time resolution, several time-resolved SAXS/WAXS experiments have been performed
at LCLS [12, 32]. A femtosecond laser pulse excites proteins and triggers a structural
change. A suitably delayed X-ray pulse (according to the nature of studied object) passes
the sample and time-resolved X-ray scattering images are recorded on the detector. The
recorded two-dimensional scattering images with detector are azimuthally averaged to give
one-dimensional scattering patterns. The scattering angle 2θ is converted to momentum
transfer q with the formula in crystallograhic convention as

q = (2 sin θ)/λ

(1.1)

with λ is the X-ray wavelength.
One of the celebrated experiment is by Neutze et al.[12] on Blastochloris viridis photosynthetic reaction center to measure ultrafast protein-structural changes using timeresolved small angle/wide-angle X-ray scattering at an XFEL. Although the “protein
quake” phenomenon was already proposed, the first direct evidence of protein quake at
LCLS X-ray free electron laser is observed with ultrafast conformational changes within
picoseconds, and preceding the propagation of heat through protein. TR-SAXS/WAXS
is directly related to protein structure and helps directly visualizing ultrafast protein motions and it is possible to derive conformational changes against difference SAXS/WAXS
data.

Neutze et al. were able to show the carbon atoms of the protein helices increase their
distance from the interior of the photoreaction centre on the picosecond time scale. With
8

Figure 1.1: (a) The photosynthetic reaction center of RCvir Blastochloris viridis showing
a complex of four subunits H, L, M C, reaction center cofactors (BPh, BCh, P960,
QA, QB, Hemes) and membrane boundaries specified by blue lines, (b) Time-resolved
SAXS/WAXS difference data recorded as a function of time delay, obtained from [12]

the help of four components from spectral decomposition: an ultrafast component (C1), a
second component identified as protein conformational changes (C2), a non-equilibrated
component (C3) and an equilibrated compoent (C4), they concluded that the structural
deformation propagated away from the epicenter of the protein quake before thermal difusion.

Another important experiment is by Levantino et al.[32] on Myoglobin (Mb) reported
the second direct evidence of protein-quake through femtosecond X-ray solution scattering measurements at LCLS X-ray free electron laser. The photo-induced structural
rearrangement around the chromophore occurs in the femtosecond time scale accompanied by quake-like intramolecular motion through the protein. The radius of gyration
of myoglobin increases within a picosecond timescale and is followed by protein expan9

Figure 1.2: (a) Representation of Mb structure showing haem, covalently bounded helix F
with haem, parts of helices H,G,E,C and A. The green wave is the representation of light
which induces photolysics of the bond between protein and ligand. The yellow arrows
showing initiation of structural changes after photolysis. The polypeptide chain segments
associated with collective mode of a ∼ 4 ps period after ligand release are highlighted by
red. (b) Time-resolved SAXS/WAXS difference data recorded as a function of time delay
for MbCO in solution, obtained from [32]
.
sion. The initial localized chemical changes propagate and accompany the global protein
confirmation in the picosecond time scale. The initial ultrafast rearrangement of haem
molecule excites a series of deformation starting from the aminoacids nearby haem to
entire polypeptide chain and solvent hydration layer. The significant global structural rearrangements attributed by the relative motion of helices is revealed by changes in WAXS
signal and volume change is revealed by the changes in SAXS signal.

The structural response of Myoglobin (Mb) after photolysis propagates to global protein structural changes is concurrent with the timescale set by the acoustic speed of sound
and confirm the proteinquake hypothesis. The ultrafast studies are capable of showing the
10

Figure 1.3: Time dependency of Mb structural parameters(change in Radius of gyration
and change in volume of protein), obtained from [32]. The red curve showing a damped
oscillation with a 3.6 ps time period and 6 ps decay time. The two perpendicular lines
within 2 ps time period shows that the increase in protein volume is delayed with respect
to Rg increase.

intrinsic ballistic-like nature of protein motion which is normally not revealed in ensemble
measurements at longer timescales. By analysing both SAXS and WAXS regions, it was
possible to extract directly the time evolution of relevant structural paramters. The Mb
structure oscillates with a period of few picosecond (ps) as shown by time dependence of
Rg(radius of gyration) and Vp(volume of protein). The work so far demonstrated that
the femtosecond time resolution available at XFEL sources and structural sensitivity of
X-ray solution scattering techniques can be utilized to know the intrinisic nature of protein elementary motions. Levantino et al. [32] were able to monitor both regions of SAXS
and WAXS and extracted the time evolution of relevant structural parameters.

Because of the improved capabilites of X-ray sources, the SAXS/WAXS technique is
11

extended to monitor transient protein structures with a better time resolution even of the
femtosecond range. The solution scattering studies in proteins reveal structural dynamics without the constraint imposed by crystal contacts as well as complement the results
obtained from time-resolved diffraction techniques [33, 34, 35]. There are a lot of interesting future applications of XFEL based TR SAXS/WAXS like search for phase-coherent
nuclear motions in photosynthetic reaction centers [36], phtoactive yellow protein [37],
phytochromes [38], photoreceptive complexes and bacterial rhodopsins [39, 40], sensory
rhodopsin, visual rhodopsin, heme containing proteins such as hemoglobin [41, 42] and
myoglobin [43, 44]. TR SAXS/WAXS can also be applied to trace both reversible as
well as irreversible reactions such as protein folding induced by ligand dissociation and
electron transfer, enhancing its applicability to various protein reactions such as a drug
binding to target proteins [41].

12

Chapter 2
Basic Theory
2.1

X-ray Scattering from an Atom

The figure 2.1 shows incident waves, scattered waves with phase difference. The scattered
waves having wave vector ~k and incoming wave vector k~0 . With the approximation that
observer is very far, the scattered waves are parallel. Scattered waves have a phase difference as they are scattered at different postions. As each scattered waves travel a different
length, phase difference arises.

In figure , the second scattered wave travels longer than the first scattered wave, the
difference in path length is

Path difference = AO’ + O’B.

(2.1)

The total phase difference becomes exp(2πi~r · ~q). The amplitude of the scattered wave
is multiplied by a phase factor exp(2πi~r · ~q). As the proton is heavier than an electron
the nucleus is considered stationary during the scattering process. X-rays are scatterd
by electrons when they interact with atom. The total number of electrons of the atom
13

Figure 2.1: X-ray Scattering

influence the strength with which the electrons scatter. The scattering power of an atom
is represented by an atomic form factor. The scattering angle also affects the atomic form
factor, higher scattering angle decreases the atomic form factor significantly. With many
electrons having density ρ(~r), at particular ~q will then gives

F (~q) =

Z

ρ(~r) exp(2πi~q · ~r)d~r.

(2.2)

It seems that Fourier transform of the electron density is structure factor. In experiments, the measurable quantity is intensity which is expressed as

I(~q) ∝ |F (~q)|2
14

(2.3)

2.2

Scattering from a Molecule

The structure of the molecule is considered as a collection of individual atoms. Although
atoms inside the molecule are of same type but they differ in postions only. Being able
to know the Fourier transform of a single atom, we could find the total structure factor as the sum over all contribution of the Fourier transform of atoms at all positions.
The atomic form factor is the Fourier transform of a single atom. With the workdone
by Cromer and Mann [45], the Hartree-Fock approximation can be utilized to obtain
empirical paramters to approximate atomic form factors. The way they determined the
parameters was by fitting 9 parameters in a Gaussian’s series to a normalized scattering
curves. Those parameters are available from the international Tables of Crystallography
[46] and the Gaussian function is shown in equation 2.4.

Atom

a1

a2

a3

a4

b1

b2

b3

b4

c

C

2.31

1.02

1.589

0.865

20.84

10.21

0.569

51.65

0.216

N

12.213

3.132

2.013

1.166

0.006

9.893

28.997

0.583

-11.529

O

3.049

2.287

1.546

0.867

13.277

5.701

0.324

32.909

0.251

S

7.070

5.340

2.236

1.512

1.366

19.828

0.092

55.228

-0.159

Table 2.1: Table of Cromer-Mann coefficients
The parameters for different type of atoms are listed in Table 2.1. There are 9 parameters for each atom and above table shows only for four atoms namely carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, and sulfur. The atomic form factor can be calculated using Gaussian function
with the knowledge of 9 parameters.

f (sin(θ)/λ) =

4
X

ai exp(−bi (sin(θ)/λ)2 ) + c

i=1
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(2.4)

Figure 2.2: Plot of atomic form factor for carbon and oxygen
A plot of the atomic form factor for carbon and oxygen is shown in figure. It is shown
in the plot that the value of the atomic form factor goes to their atomic number when
sin(θ)/λ close to zero.

With the approximation of atomic form factor, the structure factor can be calculated
in a simpler way. Once the atomic form factor is calculated, the structure factor can be
obtained faster for all atoms. Then the expression for the structure factor in terms of the
atomic form factors is described as

M

F (~q) =

N
X

~j )
fj exp(2π~q.R

(2.5)

j=1

~j signifying fj as atomic form
with the sum over all N atoms of molecule at position R
factor of jth atom.
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To find the structure factor of a molecule above equation is used. As long as a molecule
is listed as a collection of atoms in different positions, above equation can be used to
simulate the structure factor. Some structures of molecules have been solved using crystallographic methods and their structures are available in the pdb. The pdb file describes
a molecule as a list of atom type as well as their postions. Thus, one can simulate a
structure factor by using above equation where the entry is from the pdb file.

Fig below is a brief overview of the pdb file. One needs to understand thoroughly the
format[47] and the convention of the file in order to read the information from pdb file.

Figure 2.3: Example of data from protein data bank in pdb format

First, the pdb file has row entries where each row is a single atom in particular position
together with additional information. It consists of multiple columns where each column
has particular information. There are 27 columns and all data is in a text file in ASCII
format. For getting structure factors, only atom types and their positions are needed.
There are four pieces of information needed, namely atom type, position-x, position-y,
and position-z. The position-x is shown between columns 31-38, position-y is shown between columns 39-46. The postion-z is shown between 47-54. The structure factor can be
17

simulated using equation above with the information provided in pdb file. The detailed
explanation of the pdb file is given in the Appendix A.

2.3

Debye Formula for Scattering Profiles

Debye formula [3] is usually utilized for model calculations. Particles can be thought of
as discrete sum of different scatterers i.e. atoms. The spherically averaged intensity can
be expressed in terms of sum of form factors of atoms.

I(q) =

N X
N
X

fj (q)fk (q)

j=1 k=1

sin(qrjk )
qrjk

(2.6)

where rjk = |rj − rk |

The derivation of above equation is as follows. Proteins are composed of aminoacids
which in turn are formed from atoms differing by side chain arrangement. For the intensity,
averaged over all orientations,

I(q) =

*

N X
N
X

fj fk∗ exp(iq(rk − rj ))

j=1 k=1

+

(2.7)

If the diffracted intensity is contributed only by atoms, the phase factor reduces to
one. The relative distance rj − rk contribute the interference between the atoms.

Splitting the sum gives,

I(q) =

N
X

Ij (q) + 2 hfj (q)fk (q) exp(i(qrjk + φk − φj ))i

(2.8)

j=1

As molecules are in different orientations (no fixed origin), the phase, which is depen18

dent on origin vanishes after averaging over all orientations. The strucutre factor thus
independent of orientation. Moreover, the spherical averaging of all orientations is

hexp(iqrjk )i =

sin (qrjk )
qrjk

(2.9)

Debye factor is the representation of spherical averaging. The Debye formula is then

I(q) =

N
X

Ij (q) + 2

j=1

n
XX

fj (q)fk (q)

j6=k

sin(qrjk )
qrjk

(2.10)

In a combined form ( with interference between atoms and atomic diffraction), the
equation can be written as 2.6 .

The Debye formula is used for getting an intensity profile from atomic coordinates.
Since the scattering profile need to be computed from every interacted pairs of atoms
resulting high computational cost O(N 2 ), different other models have been developed to
compute the intensity instead.

2.4

Spherical Harmonics

One of the approaches used to reduce the computational cost of SAXS profile reconstruction is Spherical Harmonics. The scattering body or protein is expressed in terms of
series of spherical harmonics. This approach reduces the computational cost effectively
from O(N 2 ) to O(N ) to obtain scattering intensity by exploiting the orthogonality properties of the basis functions which helps the averaging of the harmonic series.

As the SAXS intensity is angular averaging of reciprocal space intensities,

I(q) =

Z
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I(q)dq̂

(2.11)

The intensity is related to structure factor as

I(q) =

Z

|F (q)|2 dq̂

(2.12)

The structure factor can be expressed in spherical harmonic basis, then

I(q) =

Z XX
lm

|Flm (q)|2 |Ylm (q̂)|2 dq̂

(2.13)

lm

Using the orthogonality properties of spherical harmonics,

X

I(q) = 4π|Y00 |2

|Flm (q)|2

(2.14)

lm

Finally, the SAXS intensity can be written as

I(q) =

X

|Flm (q)|2

(2.15)

lm

There might have been several studies to obtain difference density from SAXS profiles. The expanded details of this study for getting difference density from difference in
SAXS/WAXS intensity are elaborated in Chapter 3.

Spherical harmonics are a set of functions that satisfies such a criterion as well as special functions defined on the surface of sphere. Spherical harmonics is defined in spherical
coordinates represented by angles θ and φ. Two quantum numbers namely l and m are
characterized by spherical harmonics. The quantum number m signifies how the function
varies with respect to azimuthal angle.

The definition of spherical harmonics is given by
20

Ylm (θ, φ) = (−1)m

s

2l + 1 (l − m)!
Plm (cos θ)eimφ
4π (l + m)!

(2.16)

where the Plm (cos θ) are Legendre polynomials. Plm (x) can be obtained using Rodrigues formula:

Figure 2.4: Spherical harmonics plot characterized with different quantum numbers

Plm (x) =

l+m 

(−1)m
2
l
2 m/2 d
.
(x
−
1)
(1
−
x
)
2l l!
dxl+m

(2.17)

Spherical harmonics are a set of functions characterized by two quantum numbers.
Every single spherical harmonic function with different quantum numbers is orthogonal
to each other.
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Z

Ylm Yl∗′ m′ dΩ = δll′ δmm′ .

(2.18)

where δll′ , δmm′ is ia Kronecker delta functions.
Also,
∗
Ylm
(θ, φ) = (−1)m Yl,−m (θ, φ)

2.5

(2.19)

Guiniers Law in SAXS

The scattering profile of a particle can be approximated by a Gaussian curve in the neighborhood of the origin.

The structure factor integral is

F (q ) =

Z

ρ(r ) exp(iq.r )dr

(2.20)


1
2
ρ(r ) 1 + iq.r − (q.r ) dr
2

(2.21)

As q → 0,

F (q ) =

Z



After integrating,

F (q) = Ne



1
1 + 0 − q2
2
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1 2 2
q Rg
3



(2.22)



1
F (q) = Ne exp −
2



1 2 2
q Rg
3



(2.23)

The intensity is then,

I(q) =

Ne2



1
exp − q2 R2g
3



(2.24)

1
ln(I(q)) = 2ln Ne − ( q2 R2g )
3

(2.25)

With a plot of lnI(q) vs q 2 , Guinier’s law helps to determine number of electrons Ne
and radius of gyration Rg .

Guinier’s law can simply be interpreted as following from Debye formula in equation
(2.6) .

I(q) =

N X
N
X

fj (q)fk (q)

j=1 k=1

sin(qrjk )
qrjk

(2.26)

where rjk = |rj − rk |
In the neighbourhood of q → 0, the use of McLaurin expansion of

sin(qr)
qr

2

≈ 1 − (qr)
+...
3!

into the above equation gives,
Rg2 q 2
+ O(q 4 )
I(q) = I(0) 1 −
3


− q 2 Rg2
I(q) ≈ I(0) exp(
)
3
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(2.27)

(2.28)

which is the formula used by Guinier in his first SAXS studies on metallic alloys.

2.6

Porod’s Law in SAXS

The scattering factor for a uniform sphere of radius R is
4πR3
F (q) =
3



3sin(qR) − qRcos(qR)
(qR)3



(2.29)

For q → ∞
4πR3
F (q) =
3



− cos(qR)
(qR)2



(2.30)

Again, I(q) at q → ∞

I(q) =

8π 2 R6
9 (qR)4

(2.31)

2π A
9 q4

(2.32)

I(q) =
A is the surface area of the sphere.

Taking natural log on both sides,

lnI(q) = ln(

2π
) + lnA − 4 ln(q)
9

(2.33)

At high q, ln-ln plot of I(q) vs q has a gradient -4 for a sphere and its intercept on the
ln(I(q)) axis gives information about the surface area of the particle. Other gradients for
particles of other shapes.
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Figure 2.5: Figure showing experimental scattered pattern along with SAXS curve

2.7

SAXS Intensity from Scattered Patterns

The 2D scattered images are azimuthally averaged to give one dimensional SAXS/WAXS
intensity as a function of scattering length (q). Several softwares i.e. pyFAI, ConeX,
FIT2D are available nowadays for this purpose.

Azimuthal average is widely used mathematical technique when 2D area detectors are
employed for recording SAXS scattering patterns. The technique enables wider solid angle coverage, thus a better collection of X-ray photons.

Input data are ( x, y) and Output data are (r,φ) or (q, φ) or (2θ, φ)

r=

p

x2 + y 2

φ = tan−1 (y/x)
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(2.34)

(2.35)

q = 2Sinθ/λ

(2.36)

2θ = tan−1 (r/d)

(2.37)

with 2θ is the scattering angle and d is the detector distance from sample.

2.8

Spherical Bessel Function

The radial function used in spherical geometries satisfy the following differential equation

r2


dR 
d2 R
+ (kr)2 − n(n + 1) R = 0
+ 2r
2
dr
dr

(2.38)

Two linearly independent solutions to above equation are the spherical Bessel function
jn (kr) and spherical Neumann function yn (kr). For problems involving spherical case,
only the spherical Bessel function of the first kind is required. The spherical Bessel
function is relation to ordinary Bessel function Jn by

jn (kr) =

r

π
Jn+1/2 (kr)
2kr

(2.39)

The first three spherical Bessel functions of the first kind are
sinkr
kr

(2.40)

sinkr coskr
−
(kr)2
kr

(2.41)

3sinkr 3coskr sinkr
−
−
(kr)3
(kr)2
kr

(2.42)

j0 (kr) =

j1 (kr) =

j2 (kr) =
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The higher order forms can be generated from the first form as

jl (kr) =



−r
k

l 

1 d
r dr

l

j0 (kr)

Figure 2.6: Plot of first three spherical bessel function of first kind.
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(2.43)

Chapter 3
Theory for Structural Changes

3.1

Rapid direct method for extraction of difference
electron density

The starting point in this theory is the relation between a SAXS/WAXS spectrum and
a set of structure factors of the molecule that is familiar in crystallography. In general a
structure factor, Fu,p (q), of an unperturbed(u) and a perturbed(p) structure respectively
may be written in terms of their respective electron densities ρu,p (r). By treating the
problem as one of finding a perturbed structure from a knowledge of an unperturbed
structure one encompasses proposed mix-and-inject experiments [50] and those based on
photoexciation [13, 44]. Given is the general structure factor integral,

Fu,p (q) =

Z

ρu,p (r) exp (iq · r)dr

(3.1)

An alternative approximation can be calculated from the discrete atomic coordinate
data taken from a corresponding crystal structure deposition in the Protein Data Bank
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[51] is
Fu,p (q) =

X

fn exp (iq · rn )

(3.2)

n

where the summation is over all atoms. The SAXS/WAXS intensity must be integrated
over all angles, and is therefore

Iu,p (q) =

Z

2

|Fu,p (q)| dq̂ =

Z

F ∗ u, p(q)Fu,p (q)dq̂

(3.3)

where the scalar q is now reduced to a radius.
Consequently, measured quantities in a SAXS/WAXS experiment are not only related to the square moduli of the structure factors, as in X-ray crystallography, they are
also related to an angular integral of the square moduli. When considering the relative
paucity of data from the experiment, it is not surprising that extraction of electron density directly from the SAXS/WAXS data is impossible. Nevertheless, it is possible to use
analogies between the crystallographic difference Fourier method and differences between
SAXS curves as shown here to objectively produce the locations of small differences in
structure. The quantities one wants to relate are the difference SAXS/WAXS intensities
and the difference electron densities. There exists a relationship in this limit of small
differences.

First take the variation of (3.3). This gives the equation

δIu (q) =

Z

{δFu∗ (q)Fu (q) + Fu∗ (q)δFu (q)}dq̂

(3.4)

The crucial steps are now identifying δIu (q) with the experimentally determined difference SAXS/WAXS spectrum
Ip (q) − Iu (q)
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(3.5)

and a relation of δFu (q) to a difference electron density. The latter may be found by just
taking the variation of (3.1). This gives

δFu (q) =

Z

δρu (r) exp (iq · r)dr

(3.6)

Due to Taylor’s expansion for small enough changes it is an exact result that the
changes in the SAXS/WAXS curves (accessible to experiment) are linearly related to the
change in electron density that is sought in traditional time-resolved spectroscopy as well
as here in solution. This theory presents that this linear relationship holds even under
experimental conditions in a SAXS/WAXS experiment (as has been found already in low
energy electron diffraction (LEED))[52]. This allows us to use a matrix inversion method
to solve the inverse problem.

The sum over n here is over all atoms in the structure. In more details, the angular
integral in (3.4) is best done using the orthogonality relation

Z

∗
Ylm
(q̂)Yl′ m′ (q̂)dq̂ = δll′ δmm′

(3.7)

in spherical coordinates. This is easiest done by substituting the spherical expansion of a
plane wave, namely

exp (iq · rn ) = 4π

X

∗
il jl (qrn )Ylm (q̂)Ylm
(r̂n )

(3.8)

lm

into (3.1).
Then one can use the expansion of the structure factors in terms of spherical harmonics
[53],
Fu,p (q) =

X

(u,p)

Flm (q)Ylm (q̂)

lm
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(3.9)

and find from (3.2)
(u,p)

Flm (q) = 4π

X

∗
il fn jl (qrn )Ylm
(r̂n )

(3.10)

n

In the last expression the sum over n is a sum over atomic coordinates, and this is
actually a very convenient way to calculate the SAXS/WAXS spectra via

Iu,p (q) =

X

(u,p)

|Flm (q)|2

(3.11)

lm

with the angular average done analytically. Note that both Iu (q) and Ip (q) are calculated
only for the purposes of this study. In practice, Ip (q) and Iu (q) are found from the experiment. The SAXS/WAXS intensities are produced in their spherical representation,
where the angular average has already been performed.

In a time-resolved experiment one measures multiple diffraction patterns in quick
succession. A particular structure is assumed not to change by much in such a short time
interval, yet is hoped that a comparison of the diffraction patterns will reveal the time
variation of the structure. In time-resolved crystallography [16, 54] this is provided by
the difference Fourier method [55]. It is investigated here whether similar information
can be obtained from a time-resolved SAXS/WAXS experiment. For the test purposes,
the SAXS intensities Iu (q) and Ip (q) are both calculated from Eqs. (3.2), (3.10) and
(3.11). Representing the intensities and structure factors in spherical coordinates allows
the necessity of angular averages for SAXS/WAXS to be done. Substituting (3.2) and
(3.6) into (3.4) one may deduce the relationship between the difference SAXS/WAXS
spectrum and the difference electron density sought, namely:

δIu (q) =

X

Mq,k δρu (rk )

(3.12)

k

where rk are taken to be a uniform set of Cartesian grid points at which the elec31

tron density of the molecule is required. The definition of small is unclear but may be
best investigated by the kind of modeling done here. Simulations performed here suggest that the approximation is valid for the structural changes in PYP that accompany
photoexcitation. The elements of the matrix in (3.12) are of the form:

Mq,k

Z X
{Fu (q) exp (−iq · rk ) + c.c.}dq̂
=

(3.13)

k

The angular integral is best done by using (3.7). One then obtains

Mq,k = 4π

X

(u)

jl (qrk ){i−l Flm (q)Ylm (r̂k ) + c.c.}

(3.14)

lm

As for the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients Flm of the structure factor F ,
they may be calculated from the data in the PDB file by the expression (3.10) above. In
the expressions for Fu (and Fp ), the sums are over the atoms in the relevant PDB files,
and jl is a spherical Bessel function of order l.

Obtaining the pseudo-inverse of Eq.(3.14) one obtains the relationship one seeks,
namely
−1
δρu (rk ) = Mk,q
δIu (q)

(3.15)

which calculates an approximate difference density δρu (rk ) at positions rk by premulti−1
plication of the difference SAXS spectrum δIu (q) by the elements Mk,q
of the inverse of

the matrix M .
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3.2

Matrix Inversion with SVD (Singular Value Decompostion)

The Singular Value Decomposition of a real matrix M (where M is m × n ) is the product
of three decomposed matrices.

M = U SV t where U is an m × m matrix, S is an m × n matrix, and V is an n × n
matrix. V and U have orthogonal property that

V tV = I

(3.16)

U tU = I

(3.17)

and S has diagonal elements only. The elements are in decreasing order and non-negative
such that

s1 > s2 > s3 ... > sn > 0

(3.18)

The condition number of M is the ratio
s1
sn

(3.19)

The truncated SVD is used to compute matrix inversion to solve for δρ. Then the
system of equations becomes

δIu = M δρu
which is represented as
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(3.20)

δρu =

′≤ n
nX

i=1

uti δIu
vi
si

(3.21)

The columns matrices of V and U are respectively represented as vi and ui . The
smaller singular values do not decay as fast as the initial bigger singular values but tend
to level off and the solution is dominated by the terms in the sum corresponding to the
smallest si [56]. Therefore, the truncation is necessary.

3.3

Simulated Annealing

The inspiration for name “Simulated Annealing” comes from annealing in metallurgy.
Simulated annealing is a probabilisitic method for determining the global minimum of a
cost function out of several minima’s. The probabilistic approximation algorithm could
produce good solution for an optimization problem in large search space.

The neigbouring states and current states are iterated and simulated annealing probabilistically decides between moving the system to neighbouring state or current states.
The iteration step is repeated until the system reaches a state that is good enough for
the application ( in terms of energy it is minimum energy). The probability function
is usually selected in such a way that the probability of acceptance decreases when the
difference between terms of the cost function increases i.e. small uphill moves are more
likely than large ones.

For energy related problem, the transition probability from one state to another state
depends on the energies of the two states and on paramter temperature T. The temperature T contributes important role in the evolution of the state of the system corresponding
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to its sensitivity to the variations of system energies. The algorithm starts initially with
higher T and then with the proper annealing schedule ending at T = 0, the system is
expected to search towards a large space containing good solutions with lower energy
regions and finally to downhill.

One must specify the energy function, search space, probability function, along with
initial and annealing temperature. Considering E’ and E” as the energy of state n’ and
′

n”, the acceptance probability P(E’,E”) is defined as 1 if E” < E ′ , and exp( E −E”
) in the
T
formulation of Kirkpatrick et al. [20]. The probability that the annealing algorithm ends
with global optimal solution approaches unity as the annealing process is extended [57].

In this study, once one obtains a resolution to the level of identifying the residue in
which atoms have changed their positions with the rapid direct method above, since the
average residue in a protein has only a relatively small number of atoms, it is expected
that it will not be too difficult to vary only the positions of these atoms with a global
optimization algorithm such as simulated annealing [20] to get a reasonably accurate solution [21]. In other words the first step is performed only to narrow down the simulated
annealing search. This is essential with a method such as simulated annealing which scales
in a disadvantageous way as the number of atoms, N , whose positions are sought (In fact
Rous [58] finds evidence that the time for a calculation may vary as N 6 ).

The method of simulated annealing has now become established as a method of global
optimization in which one varies the values of certain parameters on which a spectrum
depends, according to a general protocol until one obtains the parameters that give best
agreement with an experimental spectrum by finding the global minimum of a cost function. Though the global minimum of the cost function may involve temporarily increasing
its value as a function of the parameters, this usually works, due to the employment of a
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strategy based on the analogy with the physical process of annealing. Normally simulated
annealing would not be feasible for problems of this kind, because varying the positions
of all the atoms of the sample would not be feasible. Like the latter process it is a method
generally capable of overcoming temporary barriers in order to find a global minimum.

The main problem with simulated annealing is that the time taken by the process
scales as a high power of the number of parameters, N . If N can be kept small, the
method becomes feasible. The strategy for keeping N small is finding the residue which
is displaced in the rapid direct method described in the first section of this chapter. Cost
2

function for this purpose i.e. [Iexpt − Ithe (Rj )] is minimized by varying the coordinates
of the atoms Rj . Ithe , the model intensities, thus vary as a function of the atom coordinates Rj . Since each atom can normally be described by three coordinates, the number
of atoms can be related to the number of parameters by a factor of a maximum of 3 (the
number of physical dimensions) although application of chemical constraints will reduce
this considerably. If we assume the moved atoms lie within a residue containing these
peaks of the “direct” method, the number N of parameters Rj can be kept fairly small,
and the solution is feasible.

The PYP molecule used as a test case in this study for instance contains about 1100
atoms, but a single residue contains about 10. Thus, assuming the time goes up with N 6
as Rous [58] indicates, this is automatically at least a trillion-fold reduction in the time
taken over time to solve the entire molecule. The calculation currently runs few hours
on an ordinary laptop. If Rous is right, trying to find the positions of all the atoms in
the protein by simulated annealing on an ordinary laptop would take about many many
years! Consequently, simulated annealing in this study is not a method for finding a
structure from scratch. Rather if an approximate structure can be found by some means,
it is excellent as a method of refinement, hence its use in this case in conjunction with a
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“direct” method of limited resolution.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1

Photoactive Yellow Protein(PYP)

In order to investigate the functional behaviour of the biomolecules, a well-understood
model system is required. PYP suits on that category which evolves with several intermediates at sorrounding temperatures. PYP is relatively small size protein, can be produced
easily in more amounts and relatively stable ensures this protein an excellent model system for structure based dynamics investigations. A lot of data collection techniques and
computer algorithms are employed for this model system.

PYP was discovered by Meyer [59] in 1985 in cell lysates of a halophilic purple bacterium called Ectothiorhodospira halophila, it is a water-soluble protein with a molecular
weight of 14kDa.The para-coumaric acid chromophore(pCA) and its nearby residues play
a crucial role in the photocycle. The chromophore is covalently attached to Cys69 through
a thioester bond and forms hydrogen bonds with amino acid residues Tyr42, Glu46 and
with backbone amide of Cys69[60, 61].

PYP enters into a fully reversible photocycle with several intermediates ranging from
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Figure 4.1: Unexcited PYP structure with chromophore
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femtoseconds [64, 65] to seconds upon absorption of a blue light[62, 63]. The photocycle
has been studied extensively with various time-resolved techniques. The external parameters like pH, X-ray dose, temperature also affects the kinetics of PYP.

The chromophore is an aromatic system in which mesomerically coupled double bonds
exist. The valence band electrons are delocalized and can freely move within the bonding
network. When a chromophore molecule is illuminated with blue light of certain wavelength, trans/cis configurational changes occur resulting conformational changes of the
protein.

More than two decades of structure determination on the PYP photocycle enabled for
the first time the determination of a complete structural view of the chemically so important trans to cis isomerization in a biomolecule, starting with fundamental motions on
the femtosecond time scale and ending with barriers of activation of the slowest processes
in the kinetic mechanism. With the hope of attosecond X-ray sources, more knowledge
are expected to be gained. PYP is a versatile molecule capable of covering a wide range
of applications and contributing more understanding of biology, chemistry and physics in
the case of photoreaction, orbital theory and atomic physics on the attosecond scales [66].

4.2

Output of the rapid direct method

The output of the rapid direct method is shown in figures later taking Photoactive Yellow
Protein(PYP) as a test case.

The difference electron density maps are produced with Chimera [69]. The tan structure represents the “dark”,known reference state and the atoms moved to generate “ex40

Figure 4.2: (a) Theoretical(Simulated) SAXS/WAXS Intensities for unexcited and excited
PYP structure with chromophore swing (b)Logarithmic plot of theoretical(simulated)
SAXS/WAXS Intensities for unexcited and excited PYP structure with chromophore
swing (c) Difference in theoretical SAXS/WAXS Intensity for chromophore swing case. q
values are in crystallographic covention with unit Å−1 .
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Figure 4.3: Electron density differences between the photoexcited PYP [67] assumed and
the “dark” structure of PYP(PDB ID 2phy)[68] from step1 i.e. rapid direct method of
algorithm. In this step only the highest and lowest values of the density differences is used
so the contour level is chosen so as to show only these. Consistent with the convention
in time-resolved crystallography, the positive difference electron density (towards which
the chromophore moves) is indicated by the green lobe and the negative electron density
(from which the chromophore has moved) is indicated by red.
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Figure 4.4: Slices through the difference in density(top to bottom) obtained from matrix
inversion during chromophore swing, red as postive difference density and blue as negative
difference density.
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Figure 4.5: Slices through the difference in density(top to bottom) during chromophore
swing obtained from matrix inversion when trucated at another mode, red as postive
difference density and blue as negative difference density.
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Figure 4.6: Slices through the difference in density(top to bottom) during chromophore
swing obtained from matrix inversion when trucated at other mode different than earlier
two, red as postive difference density and blue as negative difference density.
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Figure 4.7: Difference in Theoretical(simulated) SAXS/WAXS Intensity for ARG124
Change. q values are in crystallographic covention with unit Å−1 .
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Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.3 except that the same difference electron density is found
for the movement of another residue by step 1 i.e. rapid direct method described in this
study.
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Figure 4.9: Slices through the differnce in density(top to bottom) obtained from matrix
inversion during Arginine shift, red as positive difference density and blue as negative
difference density.
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Figure 4.10: Slices through the difference in density(top to bottom) during Arginine
torsional shift obtained from matrix inversion truncated at another mode, red as positive
difference density and blue as negative difference density.
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Figure 4.11: Slices through the differnce in density(top to bottom) during Arginine torsional shift obtained from matrix inversion truncated at other mode different than earlier
two, red as positive difference density and blue as negative difference density.
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Table 4.1: Peaks for Chromophore swing case in terms of root mean square deviation(r.m.s.d.) of map
Negative r.m.s.d.
-6.8
-6.2
-5.1
-3.6

Postive r.m.s.d.
+4.3
+3.8
+3.5
+3.3

cited” state used for the calculations are shown in cyan. The difference map calcualted
from the theory presented in this dissertation is shown in Fig. 4.3 recovers locations from
SAXS/WAXS intensity curves and a known reference structure. The greatest magnitude
negative (-6.8 r.m.s.d.) and positive(4.3 r.m.s.d) peaks are localized in the region of moving chromophore atoms (Fig. 4.3). r.m.s.d. means root mean squared deviations. The
other peaks are shown in Table 4.1

The difference map calcualted for a torsion shift in the side chain of ARG-124 shown
in Fig. 4.8 also recovers location from the difference in SAXS/WAXS intensity curves
and the known reference structure is contoured at -3.6/+3.1 r.m.s.d.. The negative peak
(-3.6 r.m.s.d) on at ARG-124 of the reference structure is the most negative feature in the
map. However, the positive peak (3.1 r.m.s.d) on the shifted location of ARG-124 is not
the first peak in the list. This is near the detection for this method. The other peaks are
shown in Table 4.2 . The values for qmax in both cases is 1.25 Å−1 (physics convention,
corresponding to a resolution of almost 5 Å) with all maps calculated in a 50 × 50 × 50
Å3 box with an 11 × 11 × 11 grid.

It will be noted that if one uses the information present in the peaks and dips of the
electron density, these peaks and dips correctly identify the residues containing the moved
atoms, although not much more due to the limitations of SAXS/WAXS data. Although
it correctly identifies the residue in which the atomic displacements occur. It is clear on
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Table 4.2: Peaks for ARG124 shift case in terms of root mean square deviation(r.m.s.d.)
of map
Negative r.m.s.d.
-3.6
-3.2
-2.8
-2.5

Postive r.m.s.d.
+4.0
+3.6
+3.4
+3.1

comparison with Figs 4.3 and 4.12(b) on the one hand and Figs 4.8 and 4.13(b) on the
other, that due to the paucity of data in SAXS/WAXS one cannot reconstruct an image
of too high a resolution from step 1 i.e. rapid direct method algorithm alone.

In order to overcome this limitation step 2 is embarked on, which uses a simulated
annealing method. Such a method is notorious in its bad scaling with the number of
parameters varied. This is where we use the fact that the low-resolution maps recovered
from step 1 of our algorithm although of low resolution is nevertheless able to recover the
residue in which the atoms that are displaced are found.

4.3

Results with Simulated Annealing

After the implementation of Simulated Annealing algorithm, it is seen in Fig 4.12(a) that
the small red and green lobes of Fig. 4.3 are now expanded out to be somewhat similar to
Fig. 4.12(b) from the classical difference Fourier method of time-resolved crystallography.
The control map for Fig 4.12(b) is calculated directly for a simulated change to the chromophore and neighboring ARG-52 residue. The red/green contours are at -9.3/+9.1 times
the r.m.s of the map. At this resolution, peaks for the shift ARG-52 are not resolved.
The value of qmax in both cases is 1.25 Å−1 with maps calculated in a 50 × 50 × 50Å3 box
with an 11 × 11 × 11 grid.
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Figure 4.12: (a)Same as Fig. 4.3, but after two-step approach of this study i.e. rapid direct
method and Simulated Annealing algorithm, (b) same as (a) except from the difference
Fourier method of classical time-resolved crystallography.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Same as Fig. 4.8 except that the difference electron density is now
recovered after two-step approach of this study i.e. rapid direct method and Simulated
Annealing algorithm, (b) same as (a) except from the difference Fourier method of classical
time-resolved crystallography.

The control map for Fig 4.13(b) is calculated directly for a simulated change to the
torsion shift in the side chain of ARG-124 contoured at -7.3/+7.1 r.m.s.d.. The value
of qmax in both cases is 1.25 Å−1 with maps calculated in 50 × 50 × 50Å3 box with an
11 × 11 × 11 grid.

Although it is obvious from the difference electron density maps that the agreement
after the simulated annealing is superior, the relevant atomic coordinates of the unperturbed structure (the starting point) and of the perturbed structure (the ultimate goal)
as well as of the coordinates as determined by simulated annealing are also plotted. It
will be seen that the simulated annealing finds the correct coordinates to more or less 2
Å . All of the figures are produced with Chimera [69].
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Table 4.3: Atom coordinates of the chromophore of the unperturbed (u) structure.
Atom name
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
O2

x
-6.4
-5.5
-4.5
-4.3
-5.1
-6.1
-3.3

y
-1.3
-2.1
-2.8
-2.7
-2.0
-1.2
-3.3

z
-6.6
-7.4
-6.8
-5.5
-4.7
-5.3
-5.0

Figs. 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) are concerned with the displacements of the chromophohore
(which is expected on photoexcitation) but Figs. 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) are concerned with
the artificial displacement of a residue far from the chromophore in order to test the algorithm. In all cases the equation (3.15) is used to get an approximate electron density and
then varied the positions of atoms within the residue by simulated annealing to obtain
the exact atomic displacements.

The efficacy of the simulated annealing algorithm may be judged by the results in
Tables 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 along with Tables 4.6, 4.7 , and 4.8. The plots of corresponding coordinates along with other sets of coordinates recovered by simulated annealing
are also shown. At least in a case where all the atomic displacements are found within
the residues identified by the direct method the new method seems to correctly identify
the moved atoms as verified by a comparison with the results from the tested difference
Fourier method of time-resolved crystallography. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns of each
Table contain the x- and y- and z- coordinates of the atoms in Å.
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Table 4.4: Atom coordinates of the chromophore of the perturbed (p) structure.
Atom name
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
O2

x
-7.5
-6.7
-6.9
-7.8
-8.7
-8.5
-8.0

y
-0.6
-1.5
-1.8
-1.0
-0.2
0.5
-1.3

z
-8.8
-9.5
-11.0
-11.5
-10.9
-9.5
-12.7

Table 4.5: First set of atomic coordinates of the chomophore recovered by simulated
annealing, starting from the known unperturbed (u) structure. A total of ten sets of
chromophore atomic coordinates recovered by simulated annealing are shown in Figure
4.14 .
Atom name
x
C4
-9.1
C5
-5.8
C6
-7.1
C7
-7.2
C8
-10.1
C9
-8.9
O2
-6.3

y
-1.0
-1.1
-1.6
-0.5
-0.1
0.6
-1.0

z
-10.6
-10.9
-9.3
-12.1
-9.7
-10.2
-11.7

Table 4.6: Atom coordinates of the ARG124 of the unperturbed (u) structure.
Atom name
CD
NE
CZ
NH1
NH2

x
-11.6
-12.9
-13.4
-12.8
-14.6

y
-9.4
-9.3
-10.3
-11.4
-10.1

z
2.1
1.4
0.7
0.5
0.1

Table 4.7: Atom coordinates of the ARG124 of the perturbed (p) structure.
Atom name
x
CD
-10.4
NE
-10.2
CZ
-9.1
NH1
-7.9
NH2
-9.1
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y
-7.9
-8.0
-8.2
-8.1
-8.3

z
2.9
1.4
0.8
1.4
-0.4

Figure 4.14: Figure showing atomic coordinates of the chromophore in unperturbed,
perturbed states, and recovered by simulated annealing

Table 4.8: First set of atomic coordinates of the ARG124 recovered by simulated annealing, starting from the known unperturbed (u) structure. A total of nine sets of atomic
coordinates of the ARG124 recovered by simulated annealing are shown in figure 4.15 .
Atom name
x
CD
-11.6
NE
-7.5
CZ
-7.2
NH1
-10.6
NH2
-7.5
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y
-7.6
-8.0
-9.0
-7.8
-9.2

z
3.0
-1.2
-1.7
1.8
-0.8

Figure 4.15: Figure showing atomic coordinates of the ARG124 in unperturbed, perturbed
states, and recovered by simulated annealing
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4.4

Consideration of Poisson Noise

The average number of photon counts per Shannon Pixel [70] is introduced as
hNp i = F.P.re 2 .Natom .f 2 .Ωp

(4.1)

where F is the photon fluence, Natom is the number of atoms in the molecule, P is the
polarization factor, and f is the average atomic scattering factor, Ωp is solid angle and
for a particle of width w is Ωp ∼

λ2
.
4w2

Thus,
hNp i = F.P.re 2 .Natom .f 2 .
Using F =

1012 photons
(100nm)2

λ2
4w2

(4.2)

per pulse, re = 2.8179 × 10−15 m and λ ∼ 2Å, PYP has around

1100 atoms, f at qmax ∼ 6.18, diameter or width 50Å we get, hNp i ∼ 0.013 photons per
Shanon pixel.

If the liquid jet containing the molecules can be reduced to 0.1µm in width then the
volume of liquid illuminated will be ∼ pi.52 .100nm3 [71]. If the volume illuminated by
XFEL beam could be arranged with suitable experimental conditions to contain around
80 molecules in random positions and random orientations along the beam, the above
hNp i could be possibly improved to about 1 photon/Shanon Pixel.

The number of Shannon Pixels in outer resolution ring is

< Nsp >O =

1
2π.qmax . 2w
1 2
( 2w
)

(4.3)

If 1 photon/Shanon Pixel is taken then estimated number of photons in outermost
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Figure 4.16: Figure showing outer resolution ring

Figure 4.17: Difference in Simulated SAXS/WAXS intensity after Poisson noise treatment
for different snapshots. One photon per Shannon pixel is considered in this case. The
noise free difference SAXS/WAXS intensity values are weighted by a factor of 10−3 .
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Figure 4.18: Zoomed plot of Fig 4.17 for difference in Simulated SAXS/WAXS intensity after Poisson noise treatment for different snapshots. The noise free difference SAXS/WAXS
intensity values are weighted by a factor of 10−3 .

resolution ring corresponding to resolution about 5Å is around 138. Then theoretical
SAXS/WAXS intensity could be converted into experimentally realizable SAXS/WAXS
intensity in terms of no. of photons.

In order to study the effect of noise on the difference in density, introduction of shot
noise (following Poisson distribution[72]) to experimentally realizable intensity is needed.
Few cases of noise implementation and their results are shown in Fig 4.19, Fig 4.20 and
Fig 4.21.

Intially 10,000 snapshots are considered and high number of molecules i.e one billion
and ten million are taken. The difference map calculated recovers locations from noise
implemented SAXS/WAXS intensity curves and a known reference structure. The great61

Figure 4.19: (a) For 13,000,000 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding to billion particles and with 10,000 snapshots, (b) For 130,000 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding
to ten million particles and with 10,000 snapshots.
est negative and positive peaks are localized in the region of moving chromophore atoms
as shown in Fig 4.19(a and b).

Then with the same 10,000 snapshots but one million molecules are taken. It is seen
that the greatest negative peak is localized at the position of chromophore of the reference
structure, however, the postive peak on the swung location of chromophore is the second
strongest peak (Fig 4.20 (a)) when difference map is calculated. This is near the detection
for this method. Similarly, with the same 10,000 snapshots but with hundred thousand
molecules it is noticed again that the first strongest negative peak is at original postion
of chromophore and the postive peak on the swung postion of chromophore is the second
most postive(Fig 4.20(b)). This is also near the detection for this method.
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Figure 4.20: (a) For 13,000 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding to million particles
and with 10,000 snapshots, (b) For 1300 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding to
hundred thousand particles and with 10,000 snapshots.
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Figure 4.21: (a) For 13,000 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding to million particles
and with 1 million snapshots, (b) For 1300 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding to
hundred thousand particles and with 1 million snapshots.
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Figure 4.22: For 130 photons per Shannon Pixel corresponding to ten thousand particles
and with 1 million snapshots.
With the hope that more number of snapshots would help, one million snapshots
are taken into consideration. And it really does. For one million molecules and one
million snaphsots, the difference map calculated from the theory of this study recovers
locations from noise implemented SAXS/WAXS intensity curves and a known reference
structure. The greatest negative and positive peaks are localized in the region of moving
chromophore atoms as shown in Fig 4.21 (a). However, with one million snapshots and
one hundred thousand molecules interesting feature is seen. The negative peak at the
chromophore position of the reference structure is the most negative feature in the map
whereas the both postive peaks i.e. one at the swung postion of chromophore and another
a bit further away from the chromophore appears simultaneously and are the first peaks
of the map.This is also near the detection for this method.

Furthermore with one million snapshots and ten thousand molecules, it is seen that
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the negative peak at the chromophore location of the reference structure is the strongest
negative peak whereas the postive peak at the swung postion of chromophore is the third
strongest peak. This may be also near the detection for this method.

4.5

Experimental SAXS/WAXS data

Experimental data was obtained from Prof. Ihee’s group [67] to apply this theoretical approach. The best hope that it possibly work was the time-resolved difference
SAXS/WAXS intensity for 2ms structural changes shown in Fig 4.23 .

The results are not quite successful as the data are polychromatic and also difficult
to identify right dark structure(3PHY.pdb) from Protein Data Bank [74]. Future study
is to get monochromatic XFEL data from Levantino et al. or Neutze et al. to apply this
theoretical approach and hope to explain structural changes involved in protein quake in
their recent work (from XFELs SAXS/WAXS).

4.6

Limitations of this proposed method

The main limitation of this study is paucity of SAXS/WAXS data. After thorough study
with simulation, it is safer to say that the theory described in Chapter 3 for rapid direct
method is an approximate theory rather than an exact theory. In general, due to the
difficulty of producing true direct methods for getting difference electron densities from
the data one uses some approximation. The problem is linearized to find an approximate
direct method. This is justified at some level as the Taylor series expansion enters at some
stage. The whole approach with the direct method is only justified in this linear limit. A
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of Simulated SAXS/WAXS intensity (panel a) to experimentally
measured SAXS/WAXS Intensity (panel b)

fuller justification of everything that needs to be taken into account for reproducing the
data includes nonlinear terms. It is unclear that non-linear terms can be included in a
direct method.

−1
Using equation δρu (rk ) = Mk,q
δIu (q) to find the difference electron density has also

some limitations. The pseudo-inverse of a matrix allows directly to get the approximate
electron density from simulated SAXS/WAXS difference data and known atomic coordinates of the “dark” structure on one hand but there is a loss of information on the other
hand. This loss of information during psuedo-inversion may be one of the reasons that
the peaks and dips of the electron density are not much more to cover the region around
moved residues, although those peaks and dips correctly identifies the residues in which
atomic displacement occur.
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The step 2 ie Simulated Annealing method of this study is for the refinement purpose
only once the rapid direct method identifies the perturbed residues. It enables significant
reduction in the search space, provides a more reasonable starting configuration and
hence cuts down on the time necessary to carry out the Simulated Annealing. Moreover,
Simulated Annealing method here doesnot use chemical constraints/guidance. If used, the
calculations probably speed up and there might be even close agreement in the atomic
coordinates of perturbed state. It should be noted that Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.8 are the
results from the rapid direct method only but Fig 4.12(a) and Fig 4.13(a) are the results
from two-step approaches i.e. direct method for extraction of an appriximate difference
electron density and Simulated Annealing method. The other limitations are described
in Conclusion and Outlook section.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Outlook
The results in Chapter 4 are of extraordinary importance. Up to now it has been necessary
to crystallize proteins to find the time variation of such molecules. This is a limitation
for two reasons. Not all proteins are easily crystallized. It is a rarity that molecules
are crystallized in physiological process of life. Indeed there are a number of important
membrane proteins that are very difficult to crystallize due to the presence of hydrophobic surfaces on their exterior. Even one of the scientific justifications of development of
XFEL sources was the possible structural determination of important proteins without
the need for crystallization [75, 76]. Secondly it is questionable whether the time-resolved
structures found by conventional time-resolved crystallography are not artificial due to
the presence of steric constraints from neighboring unit cells.

The two-step process i.e. Rapid direct method for extraction of difference electron
density and Simulated Annealing described in this study eventually gives a resolution of
disordered molecules in SAXS/WAXS similar to that which is obtained in classical timeresolved crystallography on crystallized proteins. It is certainly arguable therefore that
structures recovered from solution are more representative of proteins under physiological
conditions.
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This study successfully demonstrated the validity of algorithm but there are a number of assumptions and limitations. Firstly, it is assumed that the magnitudes of atomic
displacements seen in time-resolved crystallography are also same in SAXS/WAXS experiment. Accordingly, the assumption is that there is an average behaviour in solution that
leads to a narrow distribution within the each member of the pair of states. Also in the
artificial data the effect of the solvent is neglected, which is a source of noise in difference
spectra. Few cases of noise are assumed in results/demonstration and the detailed effect
of solvent remains to be investigated.

Its possible that the development of a reliable and reasonably fast method for SAXS/WAXS
could be of crucial importance for the study of time-resolved structures under physiological conditions. For example there has been a recent experiment by Arnlund et al. [12],
which purports to explain the apparent promotion of chemical reactions that require only
meV of energy though the absorption of a photon from the sun that has perhaps an energy
of about an eV. The postulation is the formation of a “protein quake” in the material to
dissipate most of the energy. There is some evidence for this from molecular dynamics,
although since this is a theoretical technique that depends on a number of assumptions,
this evidence is not as strong as if structural evidence of a protein quake were obtained
directly from SAXS/WAXS experiments alone.

What has been lacking up to now is a method of recovering the structure of timeresolved changes directly from experiments. It is hoped that this study and results
demonstrated will be able to work directly with the experimental data to clarifiy this
important event in the earth’s history. The method has performed well in initial tests
on simulated, artifical data. It remains to be seen how the theory here can be applied
to experimental/real data and the next future plan is to request and get monochromatic
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difference SAXS/WAXS data from different experimental groups and test the efficacy of
this theory.

Of course an assumption is that the step 1 (rapid direct method) identifies the residues
in which atoms move. These ideas extend the previous work on extracting information
from difference in SAXS/WAXS spectra [40, 43] by providing direct and objective locations of differences in molecular structure. While this is true of time-resolved changes of
PYP as a result of photoexcitation, it remains to be seen how general this is of typical
time-resolved structure.

The power of this study is demonstrated in objectively recovering spatial information
from simulated SAXS/WAXS data. The calculation from traditional crystallographic
methods, the displacement of the chromophore in the photoactive yellow protein, PYP
(PDB ID 2phy) [68]. The equation 3.15 is used to directly get an approximate electron
density from simulated SAXS data and known atomic coordinates of the “dark” structure. Thus the validity of algorithm on artificial data is successfuly demonstrated. Of
course the method is not a high-resolution method, but nevertheless has the potential
to reveal differences in a spatial coordinate system that identifies their locations in three
dimensions at a residue level.

The significance of this achievement is that there is no need of crystals of perturbed
state but only a “dark” state and two SAXS curves to identify directly, the nature of
perturbation. Despite an imbalance between the number of data points from the experimental data and the number of grid points at which information on the difference
density is sought, the additional knowledge of the atomic structure from other methods
can thus be brought into play to improve the extraction of information using this method.
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Even if one can only obtain a resolution to the level of identifying the residue in which
atoms have changed their positions, since the average residue in a protein has only a relatively small number of atoms, it is shown through step 2 that it is possible with higher
resolution WAXS data to “refine” the positions of these atoms with a global optimization
algorithm such as simulated annealing [20] to get a reasonably accurate atomic solution
of the perturbed state [21].

Lastly, showing the inversion of time-resolved SAXS/WAXS difference data to identify the nature of perturbation with the prior knowledge of unperturbed state, significant
reduction in the search space allowing the exaction of structural change by optimization
algorithm like simulated annealing enabling a huge reduction in computing time along
with better refinement and possibility of obtaining time-resolved structures of vital proteins/biomolecules without the need of crystallization are three major findings of this
study.
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Appendix A
Protein Data Bank Format
The purpose of this appendix is to show the details of the pdb file.
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Table A.1: Explanation of the format of pdb file [73]

Record Type
ATOM

HETATM
TER

Protein Data Bank Format:
Coordinate Section
Columns
Data
1-4
ATOM
7-11
Atom serial number
13-16
Atom name
17
Alternate location indicator
18-20
Residue name
22
Chain identifier
23-26
Residue sequence number
27
Code for insertions of residues
31-38
X orthogonal coordinate
39-46
Y orthogonal coordinate
47-54
Z orthogonal coordinate
55-60
Occupancy
61-66
Temperature factor
73-76
Segment identifier
77-78
Element symbol
79-80
Charge
1-6
HETATM
7-80
same as ATOM records
1-3
TER
7-11
Serial number
18-20
Residue name
22
Chain identifier
23-26
Residue sequence number
27
Code for insertions of residues
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Justification
right
left*
right
right
right
right
right
right
right
left
right

right
right
right

Data Type
character
integer
character
character
character
character
integer
character
real (8.3)
real (8.3)
real (8.3)
real (6.2)
real (6.2)
character
character
character
character
character
integer
character
character
integer
character

Appendix B
Pseudocode
The purpose of this appendix is to show the major steps taken to develop the
algorithm for data analysis.

For Rapid Direct Method
1. Input as Simulated SAXS/WAXS Intensity for Unperturbed(u) and Perturbed
Structure(p) i.e. Iu,p (q), q = 0, 1, 2, ... 33 q points.
2. Difference SAXS/WAXS Intensity i.e. Ip (q) − Iu (q), q = 0, 1, 2, ... 33 q points.
3. Spherical Bessel function jl with argument (qrk ), l = 0, 1, 2, ... 30, q = 0, 1, 2,
... 33, k = 1, 2, ... 1331.
4. Structure factor components Flm (q) interms of spherical harmonic basis and its
complex conjugate, q = 0, 1, 2, ... 33, l = 0, 1, 2, ...30, m = -30 to 30.
5. Spherical harmonics Ylm (r̂k ) and its complex conjugate, l = 0, 1, 2, ...30, m =
-30 to 30 .
6. Formation of Matrix mainly with 3. , 4. , and 5.
7. Pseudo-inverse of Matrix with Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) method.
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8. Premultiplication of the difference SAXS/WAXS Intensity by the elements of
the inverse matrix.
9. Output as difference electron density.

For Simulated Annealing(SA) Method
1. Input as perturbed(experimental) SAXS/WAXS Intensity.
2. Input as unperturbed SAXS/WAXS intensity(model intensity).
2

3. Minimization of Cost Function [Iexpt − Ithe (Rj )] by varying coordinates of the
atoms Rj of the dark structure residue identified by rapid direct method.
4. Output coordinates from Simulated Annealing.
5. Electron density for Perturbed Structure with the coordinates recovered from
SA for perturbed residue.
6. Output as difference electron density.

For Poisson Noise Consideration
1. Conversion of unperturbed and perturbed SAXS/WAXS Intensity to experimentally realizable intensity.
2. Introduction of shot noise.
3. Difference in SAXS/WAXS intensity.
4. Then same as the steps to obtain difference electron density from rapid direct
method.
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of Physics, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee (Spring 2017)

Physics 531 (Graduate Quantuam Mechanics I), Grader: Department of
Physics, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee (Fall 2014)

Physics 532 (Graduate Quantuam Mechanics II), Grader: Department of
Physics, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee (Spring 2015)
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Physics 711 (Graduate Theoretcial Physics - Dynamics), Grader : Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee ( Spring 2015)

CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, LCLS BEAM TIME ATTENDED
23rd Midwest Relativity Meeting in Milwaukee, 25-27 October 2013

BioXFEL STC 2nd Annual International Conference Puerto Rico, 13-15
January 2015 (Presented Poster)

Crystal Growth Workshop Buffalo, NY, 2-3 June 2015

BioXFEL STC 2nd Annual Site Visit Buffalo, NY, 3-5 June 2015 (Presented
Poster)

UWM BioXFEL Workshop Milwaukee, WI, 29 September 2015

LCLS BEAM TIME FOR SPI EXPERIMENT Menlo Park, CA, 4-5 December
2015 (Participated for Data Analysis and Algorithm Development)
BioXFEL STC 3rd Annual International Conference Puerto Rico, 13-15
January 2016 ( Presented Poster)

LCLS BEAM TIME FOR SPI EXPERIMENT Menlo Park, CA, 31 March 02 April 2016 (Participated for Data Analysis and Algorithm Development)
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XFEL Lightsource Applications Seminar Buffalo, NY, 20 June 2016

BioXFEL STC 3rd Annual Site Visit Buffalo, NY, June 20-23, 2016

SSRL/LCLS Annual Users’ Meeting, Workshops and BioXFEL Session
Menlo Park, CA, 5-8 October 2016 (Presented Poster)

Single Particle Workshop Las Vegas, NV, 9 January,2017

BioXFEL STC 4th Annual International Conference Las Vegas, NV, 10-12
January, 2017 (Presented Poster)

BioXFEL STC 4th Annual Site Visit Buffalo, NY, 22-24 May, 2017

BioXFEL Workshop on Graduate Research Fellowship Proposal Writing
Buffalo, NY, 25 May, 2017
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